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Abstract Using a statistical relationship between simu-
lated sea surface temperature and Atlantic hurricane
activity, we estimate the skill of a CMIP5 multi-model
ensemble at predicting multi-annual level of Atlantic hur-
ricane activity. The series of yearly-initialized hindcasts
show positive skill compared to simpler forecasts such as
persistence and climatology as well as non-initialized
forecasts and return anomaly correlation coefficients of
*0.6 and *0.8 for five and nine year forecasts, respec-
tively. Some skill is shown to remain in the later years and
making use of those later years to create a lagged-ensemble
yields, for individual models, results that approach that
obtained by the multi-model ensemble. Some of the skill is
shown to come from persisting rather than predicting the
climate shift that occur in 1994–1995. After accounting for
that shift, the anomaly correlation coefficient for five-year
forecasts is estimated to drop to 0.4, but remains statisti-
cally significant up to lead years 3–7. Most of the skill is
shown to come from the ability of the forecast systems at
capturing change in Atlantic sea surface temperature,
although the failure of most systems at reproducing the
observed slow down in warming over the tropics in recent
years leads to an underestimation of hurricane activity in
the later period.
Keywords Decadal climate prediction  Multi-model
ensemble  Forecast  Atlantic variability  Hurricane
activity
1 Introduction
Near term climate prediction is a new and rapidly devel-
oping field of climate research (Smith et al. 2007; Meehl
et al. 2013; Solomon et al. 2011) made possible by the
increasing amount and quality of ocean surface and sub-
surface observations, by the computing power now avail-
able and by the significant improvement in the quality of
global climate models (GCMs). Also known as decadal
prediction, it aims to fill the gap in available climate
information between seasonal predictions (a few months to
one year) and climate change projections ([10 years), a
timescale over which the influence of internal climate
variability is comparable or larger to that associated with
changes in radiative forcing (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009).
Such forecasts are of particular interest to policy makers,
due to their potential use in a range of weather-related
economic activities, such as agriculture and energy plan-
ning (Mendelsohn et al. 2007; Khasnis and Nettleman
2005; Brayshaw et al. 2011).
This growing interest is also reflected in a number of
new international scientific initiatives, in particular the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5),
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which has a specific set of subprojects targeting decadal
prediction (Taylor et al. 2012). This initiative will allow
predictability and prediction skill of different forecast
systems, which to date were analysed independently, to be
commonly evaluated using identical criteria (Doblas-Reyes
et al. 2012). For this work, we make use of the largest
database of decadal hindcasts currently available to
investigate and compare the ability of these hindcasts in
reproducing the mean level and variability of Atlantic
hurricane activity over the recent past.
Modulation of Atlantic tropical cyclone activity at the
decadal timescale has been linked to slow variations in
SSTs over the northern Atlantic (Zhang and Delworth
2006; Knight et al. 2006). Since forecast systems have
shown some skill in predicting these SST changes (Garcı´a-
Serrano et al. 2012), one could reasonably expect potential
predictability in associated changes in tropical cyclone
activity. Already, by tracking tropical cyclone-like systems
in DePreSys (Smith et al. 2007), Smith et al. (2010) found
some predictability in Atlantic cyclone numbers at the
multi-annual level, which they then linked to predictability
in SSTs in the northern North Atlantic. Dunstone et al.
(2011) provided further evidence, via data withholding
experiments, for a pivotal role of the extra-tropical sub-
polar gyre region in driving variability in multi-annual
Atlantic tropical storms. The results of Smith et al. (2010)
were supported by Vecchi et al. (2013) who inferred the
number of Atlantic hurricanes in two forecast systems
through an observed statistical relationship between SSTs
and Atlantic storms. A multi-model approach similar to
Smith et al. (2010) being computationally prohibitive, we
extend the Vecchi et al. (2013) study to include all the
CMIP5 forecast systems currently available to obtain the
most robust estimates of predictability of multi-annual
Atlantic hurricane activity.
Section 2 gives a short description of the models used in
this study, the statistical relation used to infer hurricane
numbers as well as the statistical tools used to evaluate the
quality of the predictions. Section 3 describes the level of
skill reached by the different forecast systems and how that
level is modified by different factors. The paper ends with a
discussion of the results in Sect. 4.
2 Methodology
2.1 Data and models
The following analysis relies on two different multi-model
ensembles of simulations performed within the context of
the CMIP5 project (Taylor et al. 2012). The first ensemble
is comprised of five GCMs (see Table 1 for more infor-
mation on the forecast systems), each of which is
represented through a series of 10-year long simulations
initialized using climate state from either November 1st or
January 1st estimated using contemporaneous observations.
Although the number of members varies from model to
model, each GCM has produced multiple decadal forecasts
initialized every year between 1960 and 2005 (see Table 2
for the number of hindcasts performed by each CGCM).
All of these hindcasts take into account observed changes
in external forcings such as greenhouse gases, solar activ-
ity, stratospheric aerosols associated with volcanic erup-
tions and anthropogenic aerosols until 2005, and values
from the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP)
4.5 scenario (Meinshausen et al. 2011) afterwards. This
ensemble will henceforth be referred to as Ini1. It is
important to point out that a true forecast could not take
into account the observed changes in external forcings, but
could only use a best possible estimate prior to the ini-
tialized date. Any significant unexpected changes in these
forcings (e.g. large volcanic eruptions and subsequent
volcanic aeorosol loadings) during the forecast period
could degrade the skill of the forecast. To that effect, the
skill obtained by using observed forcings is somewhat
overestimated.
Various initialization strategies have been adopted by
different model groups. A first subset of models (GFDL2.1,
HadCM3, EC-Earth, CanCM4) uses what is commonly
referred to as full-field initialization where the ocean fields
are initialized towards the actual observed ocean state. The
second subset (MIROC5, HadCM3, EC-Earth) relies on a
technique referred to as anomaly initialization, where
observed ocean anomalies for a given date/month are
superimposed onto the model’s climatology for the same
date/month. This second approach aims to minimize
the temporal drift of the systems towards their preferred
climatology. For more information on the different
Table 1 CGCMs included in this study
CMIP5 I.D. Short name Origin Reference
BCC-CSM1.1 BCC China Wu et al. (2013)
CanCM4 CanCM4 Canada Merryfield et al. (2011)
CNRM-CM5 CNRM France Voldoire et al. (2012)
CMCC-CM CMCC Italy Scoccimarro et al. (2011)
CCSM4 CCSM4 USA Gent et al. (2011)
EC-Earth EC-Earth Europe Du et al. (2012)
GFDL-CM2.1 GFDL USA Delworth et al. (2006)
UKMO-HadCM3 HadCM3 UK Gordon et al. (2000)
IPSL-CM4 IPSL France Dufresne et al. (2013)
MIROC4h MIROC4 Japan Sakamoto et al. (2013)
MIROC5 MIROC5 Japan Watanabe et al. (2010)
MRI-CGCM3 MRI Japan Yukimoto et al. (2012)
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initialization techniques and model systems, we refer the
interested readers to Smith et al. (2012).
Both full field and anomaly initialized hindcasts are bias
corrected according to ICPO (2011). However, as pointed
out in Goddard et al. (2012) and Kharin et al. (2012), these
corrections do not address potential drifts caused by
incorrect model response to external forcings. As such,
unless the residual drift systematically improves the quality
of the forecasts in all systems, it could be argued that the
results presented here offer a lower bound on the skill
available from decadal hindcasts at predicting Atlantic
hurricane activity (from this technique).
The second ensemble is constructed using a combination
of the historical (1961–2005) and the RCP 4.5 scenario
(2006 onward) simulations performed using the same
models as the first ensemble. As this set of runs does not
use observation-based initialization, we do not expect the
simulated natural variability to be in phase with the
observed variability, allowing for the second ensemble to
be used as a comparison basis in evaluating the added-
value of initialization. This second ensemble will hence-
forth be referred to as NoIni1.
2.2 Hurricane index
Rather than tracking storms directly in individual simula-
tions, frequencies of North Atlantic hurricanes are esti-
mated using a statistical emulator shown to recover much
of the observed variability in hurricane activity over the
period 1982–2009 (Vecchi et al. 2011). This statistical
emulator is formulated as a Poisson regression model with
two predictors: mean ASO tropical SST (limited by 30N
and 30S) and mean ASO North Atlantic tropical SST
(limited by 10N, 25N, 80W and 20, referred to below
as the MDR). The annual Atlantic hurricane frequency k of
this statistical emulator is given by
k ¼ e1:707þ1:388 SSTMDR1:521 SSTTROP ð1Þ
where SSTMDR and SSTTROP are, respectively, the SST
anomalies of the Main Development Region (MDR) and of
the tropical SSTs relative to the 1982–2005 average.
According to this relation, an increase in SSTs over the
MDR leads to an increase in Atlantic hurricane numbers
while an increase in SSTs over the tropics at large leads to
a decrease. This behaviour rests on both dynamical and
thermodynamical arguments, which are discussed in more
details in Vecchi et al. (2011).
We opted to estimate hurricane numbers based on this
statistical relationship (as opposed to directly tracking
individual storms in the simulations) because simulations
performed with resolution coaser than 1, whilst fairly
good at capturing large-scale fields modulating TC activity
over the Atlantic, have difficulties producing realistic
hurricane activity over that same region (Caron et al.
2011). Moreover, using seasonal mean of SSTs represent a
more manageable quantity of data than that required for the
tracking of individual storms (when these higher fre-
quency data are available at all).
That being said, it is important to understand the limi-
tations of this approach. As detailed shortly, the emulator
used in conjunction with observed SSTs does not succeed
at capturing the full range of hurricane variability. Thus,
even if a model somehow managed to perfectly reproduce
the observed SSTs over the entire period of study, it would
still fail to predict the exact level of hurricane activity
observed during that same period. It is clear then that
tracking storms directly from daily data, such as in Smith
et al. (2010), offers the potential for higher skill than this
statistical emulator. For this reason, we will also include, as
a reference, the skill obtained when observed SSTs are
used in the emulator. This can be considered the highest
skill level reachable using this technique (a perfect
prediction).
Moreover, despite the apparent robustness of the index
in various climate conditions (Vecchi et al. 2011), it is
entirely possible that the statistical relationship between
relative SSTs and hurricane numbers will break down in a
future climate. For example, Ranger and Nieho¨rster (2012)
demonstrate how different models with good skill at
predicting Atlantic TC activity for the present climate
differ significantly when applied to long-term projections.
However, we believe the time horizon considered here
Table 2 Number of ensemble members for each model ensemble. In
the instances where the same model was used to produce two series of
hindcasts using two different initialization strategies, they were
considered as separate members in our multi-model ensemble
Model name INI1 INI5 NON-INI1 NON-INI5
BCC – 3 – 1
CCSM4 – 10 – 6
CMCC – 3 – 1
CNRM – 10 – 1
CanCM4 (1) 10 10 10 10
CanCM4 (2) – 10 - 10
EC-Earth (ff) 5 5 11 11
EC-Earth (an) 8 8 11 11
GFDL CM2.1 10 10 10 10
HadCM3 (ff) 10 10 10 10
HadCM3 (an) 10 10 10 10
IPSL – 6 – 4
MIROC4 – 3 – 3
MIROC5 6 6 3 3
MRI – 9 – 1
Ensemble 7 15 5 12
Multi-year prediction skill of Atlantic hurricane activity 2677
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(\10 years) is sufficiently short to prevent the breakdown
of the statistical relation.
2.3 References and statistical measures
The predicted SSTs will be compared to the Hadley Centre
Global Sea Ice Coverage and Sea Surface Temperature
(HadISST) database (Rayner et al. 2002) while the various
hurricane forecasts will be assessed using data taken from
Vecchi and Knutson (2011). This database differs slightly
from the more standard IBTrACS dataset (Knapp et al.
2010) as it accounts for possible missing storms in the pre-
satellite era (prior to 1966). For the pre-satellite period
considered here (1961–1965), these differences are rela-
tively small (\0.3).1
Two standard statistical tests will be used to evaluate the
skill of our hurricane decadal forecasts. The first measure is
the mean square skill score (MSSS), defined as
MSSS ¼ 1  MSEfor
MSEref
ð2Þ
where MSEfor is the mean square error of our forecast and
MSEref is the mean square error of a baseline forecast.
MSSS = 1 shows a perfect forecast and MSSS B0, a forecast
with no improvement over the baseline. It is important to
keep in mind that a high MSSS does not necessarily mean a
good forecast, but simply a large improvement compared to
what was previously available before (the reference). We
evaluate our forecasts against four different baselines:
• a forecast based on uninitialized projections
(MSENoIni1).
• a forecast based on climatology (MSEclim) derived from
the 25 years preceding the forecast.
• a forecast based on persistence (MSEpers) created by
extrapolating the value of the preceding period into the
next one.
• a forecast based on a linear combination of climatology
and persistence (MSEmix) derived from Murphy (1992),
such that fmix = r fpers ? (1 - r) fclim, where r is the
first-order correlation coefficient of the observed time-
series and fpers and fclim are the persistence and
climatology forecasts, respectively.
A linear combination of climatological and persistence
forecasts has generally been shown to be more accurate than
forecasts based on climatology or persistence alone (Buell
1958). Using climatology and persistence as baselines
allows comparisons with respect to simple forecasts based
on past observations (which we aim to improve upon),
while using the uninitialized ensemble (NoIni1) allows an
evaluation of the improved skill due to initialization.
The second quality measure used in this study is the
anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC). Highly auto-cor-
related timeseries of N elements (such as multi-annual
hurricane counts) cannot be considered as timeseries of
N mutually independent elements. Disregarding this time
dependence would lead to an underestimation of the sam-
pling distribution variance and to an overconfidence in the
statistical significance of our results (through narrower
confidence intervals than actually warranted). As such, we
define an effective degree of freedom Neff \ N - 2,







y are the autocorrelation of timeseries X, Y at
lag s and N is the number of elements in these timeseries.
The confidence interval is computed after a Fisher’s
Z-transformation. Unless otherwise stated, the confidence
intervals represent the two-sided 90 % uncertainty of the
given correlation. Because we expect positive correlations
between the forecasts and observation as well as an
improvement from initialization, correlations can be con-
sidered one-sided and confidence intervals that do not
include zero are considered significant at the 95 % level.
3 Results
We start by evaluating the skill of the initialized hindcasts
using the first five and nine forecast years. We expect that
evaluating the skill over periods of 5 years or more will
average out the ENSO variability, which is known to
strongly influence Atlantic hurricane activity (Landsea
2000). It is common practice to exclude the first forecast
year of any given decadal forecast as it is considered to be
within the boundary of seasonal forecasting (Goddard et al.
2012). Here however, we retain the first year in our eval-
uation. We feel this is justified since the systems are ini-
tialized 8 or 10 months before the official beginning of the
hurricane season on August 1st. Discarding the first year
would cause systems initialized on November 1st to make
their first prediction 22–24 months after initialization.
Furthermore, November 1st seasonal forecasts generally
show no skill above that of climatology (Saunders and Lea,
2011).
Figure 1 shows the timeseries of predicted five- (top
row) and nine-year (bottom row) mean hurricane numbers
for both the Ini1 ensemble (left column) and NoIni1
ensemble (right column). Individual models are shown
using full colored lines while the multi-model ensemble is
1 The bias corrected hurricane count is available online at
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/cms-filesystem-action/user_files/gav/data/
lvbk09_stormcounts.txt.
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represented by the dashed black line. The predictions are
located over the first year of the forecasted period and each
forecast is derived using only the first five or nine years of
individual hindcasts. The hindcast predictions can then be
contrasted with the observed activity for the corresponding
five- and nine-year averaging periods (solid black line) and
the index value obtained using observed SSTs (purple
cross). The latter can be considered a perfect prediction of
the statistical emulator.
For both five- and nine-year periods, the Ini1 ensemble
exhibits better qualitative agreement with observations
than does the NoIni1 ensemble. Although Ini1 fails to
capture some of the observed variability, the general ten-
dencies (decreasing activity in the first half of the record
and an upward trend starting in the 90’s) are well captured
by the multi-model ensemble and to varying degrees by
individual model ensembles. In comparison, predictions
from the NoIni1 ensemble show much lower variability
and fail to predict periods of low or high activity. Indi-
vidual NoIni1 ensemble members do show some level of
variability, but none of them come close to matching the
observed activity as well as the perfect prediction.
Figure 2 shows the ACCs for both model ensembles
(Ini1, black; NoIni1, blue) for both five- (first row) and
nine-year horizons (bottom row). To allow for comparison,
we also show the ACCs of persistence (red), and mix
(green) forecasts, as well as the ACC for the ‘‘perfect pre-
diction’’ (purple). For five-year forecasts, the Ini1 ensemble
ACC is greater than the other three references, but, due to
the large confidence interval, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected with 95 % certainty. It is worth pointing out that
two models (GFDL, MIROC5) return an ACC which is
statistically different from 0 (not shown). For nine-year
forecasts, the Ini1 ACC increases to nearly 0.8 but does not
become statistically different from 0. Interestingly, despite
very small variations in the NoIni1 ensemble 9-year pre-
dictions, its ACC increases to *0.65 (and becomes statis-
tically different from 0), suggesting that, at the decadal
timescale, changes in Atlantic hurricane activity are linked,
at least in part, to changes in radiative forcing, as suggested
by Smith et al. (2010).
The results of the second statistical test (MSSS), which
gives the improvement relative to different baseline fore-
casts, is shown in Fig. 2b (5 years) and 2d (nine years).
Values along the y-axis return the skill score with respect to
the uninitialized forecast, while values along the x-axis
return the skill scores with respect to forecasts based on past
observations: climatology (square), persistence (diamond)
and a mix of persistence and climatology (circle). Hindcasts
located in the upper-right quadrant show improvement with
respect to both the uninitialized forecasts and the second
baseline forecast (climatology, persistence, or mixed). We
also show the MSSSs derived from using observed SSTs
(purple, at y = 0), which represent an upper limit on the
expected skill of the statistical emulator. For five-year
forecasts, the multi-model ensemble mean returns a positive
Fig. 1 First row: Timeseries of
five-year mean hurricane
numbers for a initialized (Ini1)
and b non-initialized (NoIni1)
forecasts. Second row:
Timeseries of nine-year mean
hurricane numbers for
c initialized and d non-
initialized forecasts. The black
dashed line represents the
ensemble mean, the full color
lines, individual model means,
while the full black line
represents the observed Atlantic
hurricane numbers over the
corresponding five- or nine-year
period. The purple crosses
represent the predicted number
of hurricanes using observed
SSTs. The forecasts are aligned
with respect to the first year of
the forecasted period. For
example, a five-year forecast
covering the period 1961–1966
will be aligned with the year
1961. The color code for each
GCM is shown in Fig. 2
Multi-year prediction skill of Atlantic hurricane activity 2679
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MSSS (thus an improvement) with respect to all references,
ranging from *0.6 (w.r.t. climatology) to 0.2 (w.r.t. non-
uninitiliazed forecasts). All systems outperform the
climatology and persistence forecasts. Two systems (EC-
Earth, CanCM4) returns a MSSS\0 (no skill) with respect
to uninitialized forecasts. Given that these model’s MSSSs
Fig. 2 First row: a ACCs of five-year mean hurricane forecasts for
Ini1 (black) and NoIni1 (blue) ensembles. ACC for baseline forecasts
are in red (persistence) and green (mix persistence?climatology),
while the ACC derived using observed SSTs (perfect forecast) is in
purple. The bars represent the two-sided 90 % confidence interval.
b MSSSs of five-year mean hurricane forecasts for Ini1 ensemble
(black) and individual members (colors). The skill is measured with
respect to non-initialized forecasts (NoIni1) on the vertical axis and
with respect to forecasts based on past observations in the X-axis:
climatology (square), persistence (diamond) and a mix of persistence
and climatology (circle). In both cases, the forecast is made using
only the first five lead years of the hindcasts.Second row: c, d same as
(a), (b) respectively, but for nine-year forecasts
2680 L.-P. Caron et al.
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are positive and comparable to other systems when past
observations are used, this is likely more a consequence of
‘‘good’’ historical runs than ‘‘bad’’ forecasts. The
reason(s) as to why initialization offers no improvement in
these particular cases is beyond the scope of this study. For
nine-year forecasts, the multi-model ensemble shows
MSSSs ranging between *0.7 (climatology) and *0.3
(non-initialized). Over this time range, all systems offer an
improvement with respect to past observations, and all but
one (CanCM4) give an improvement with respect to non-
initialized forecasts. Finally, it is interesting to compare
systems that have adopted two different initialization
strategies (EC-Earth and HadCM3). In general, the anomaly
initialized predictions tend to outperform the full field
predictions, the exception being EC-Earth for 9-year fore-
cast, where both strategies return similar skill.
Having established that our initialized decadal forecasts
and the statistical emulator show a certain level of skill in
predicting upcoming multi-annual Atlantic hurricane
activity or, at the very least, offer a definite improvement
over simple multi-annual forecasts, we now investigate the
origin of the detected skill.
3.1 Origin of the skill
As the statistical emulator (Eq. 1) uses only two predictors,
skill can originate either from tropical North Atlantic SSTs
or global tropical SSTs (or a combination of both). Fig-
ure 3 shows the mean Atlantic SST anomalies (top row)
and mean tropical SST anomalies (bottom) computed using
the first five years of the initialized (left column) and non-
initialized (right column) forecasts. Simple qualitative
comparison suggests a better improvement due to initiali-
zation for the tropical Atlantic SSTs than for the tropics at
large. This is confirmed in Fig. 4, which shows the ACCs
and MSSSs for Atlantic and tropical SST anomalies. The
ACC of NoIni1 is about the same as that of Ini1 in the
tropics while the MSSSs tend to be lower for the tropical
SSTs than with Atlantic SSTs. The fact that there is
much lower skill due to initialization for SSTTROP (Ini1 vs.
NoIni1) compared to a climatology forecasts is a conse-
quence of the signal being dominated over the last 50 years
by the upward trend induced by GHGs.
Vecchi et al. (2013) identified the MDR SST anomalies
as the primary source of skill and Fig. 4 supports this
interpretation. The MSSS of the multi-model ensemble is
*0.8 with respect to forecasts based on past observations
and *0.5 with respect to NoIni1, both higher than for
tropical SST anomalies. The ACC for the MDR SST
anomalies is marginally larger in Ini1 than in NoIni1, but
significantly different from a forecast based on persistence.
All models show MSSSs greater than 0 with respect to all
baselines. The CanCM4 forecast system shows almost no
improvement due to initialization over the MDR, which
Fig. 3 First row: Timeseries of
five-year mean Atlantic SST
anomalies (with respect to
1982–2005 mean) for
a initialized (Ini1) and b non-
initialized (NoIni1) forecasts.
The full black line represents
the observed (HadISST) SSTs,
the black dashed line, the
ensemble mean while the full
color lines represent individual
model means. Second row: c,
d same as (a), (b) respectively,
but for the tropical SST
anomalies. The color code for
each GCM is shown in Fig. 2
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explains the lack of skill mentioned earlier. The key to
predicting Atlantic hurricane activity with the emulator
thus appears to come from accurate forecasts of tropical
Atlantic SSTs.
Inspection of MSSSs in Fig. 4 reveals two curious fea-
tures: (1) the forecast system with some of the best score
with respect to past observations for MDR SST anomalies
(HadCM3) also returns the lowest MSSSs, using the same
baselines, for Atlantic hurricane numbers; (2) the system
with the best MSSSs for hurricanes numbers (GFDL2.1)
shows the lowest skill (w.r.t. past observations) compared
to other systems for MDR SSTs.
To resolve these discrepencies, we refer to the Taylor
diagrams shown in Fig. 5. MDR anomalies (5a) in indi-
vidual HadCM3 simulations have higher RMSDs than
MDR ensemble mean anomalies in other systems. How-
ever, the HadCM3 ensemble anomalies return the smallest
errors. For hurricane numbers, individual HadCM3 simu-
lations also return poorer than average results (Fig. 5c). In
this case however, computing the ensemble mean of pre-
dicted hurricane numbers does not return an equivalent
improvement and HadCM3 predictions remain somewhat
poorer than other systems. One could thus argue for the use
of model means in Eq. 1 rather than using individual
simulation SSTs, as we have done here. However, in this
case, this second approach leads to a decrease in the
ensemble MSSSs by *0.1 (not shown).
On the other hand, the discrepancy in the GFDL2.1
results appears to come from compensating errors in the
model SST anomalies. Figure 5a, b show that both GFDL
MDR and tropical SST anomalies stand apart somewhat
from other model’s anomaly. GFDL hindcasts show the
steepest increase of all systems in SSTs over the given
period due to SST anomalies that are below the ensemble
mean in the 1960’s and significantly above the ensemble
mean after 1995. Over- or understimation of only one of
the two parameters would significantly degrade the pre-
diction, but over/underestimation of both MDR SSTs and
tropical SSTs will tend to cancel each other out in Eq. 1.
These compensating errors in GFDL2.1 lead to predictions
of hurricane numbers in individual simulations comparable
to or better than those of other forecast systems and also
cause its ensemble mean to be better than other systems.
That being said, GFDL2.1 is also the only model able to
capture the strong dip in MDR SST in the early 80’s.
3.2 Influence of forecast year and lagged-ensemble
The previous analysis of five-year long forecasts relied
solely on the first to fifth year of individual initialized
simulations, discarding the later years. We now evaluate
the change in skill level in five-year mean forecasts as we
increase the forecast lead year. Figure 6 shows the ACCs
and MSSSs for the Ini1 ensemble for forecast periods
Fig. 4 First row: a ACCs of
five-year mean Atlantic SST
anomaly forecasts for Ini1
(black) and NoIni1 (blue)
ensembles. ACC for baseline
forecasts are in red (persistence)
and green (mix
persistence ? climatology).
The bars represent the two-
sided 90 % confidence interval.
b MSSSs of five-year mean
Atlantic SST anomaly forecasts
for Ini1 ensemble (black) and
individual members (colors).
The skill is measured with
respect to non-initialized
forecasts (NoIni1) on the
vertical axis and with respect to
forecasts based on past
observations in the X-axis:
climatology (square),
persistence (diamond) and a mix
of persistence and climatology
(circle). In both cases the
forecast is made using only the
first five lead years of the
hindcasts. Second row: c,
d same as (a),(b) respectively,
but for tropical SST anomaly
forecasts
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ranging from lead years 0–4 to lead years 5–9. In order to
avoid a different number of forecasts for different five-year
periods, we perform our analysis using only year 1966
onward (e.g. there are no forecasts for which the 3rd-8th
forecast years correspond to years 1961–1965). This
explains why the Ini1 ACC 90 % confidence interval for
years 0–4 is different from Fig. 2 and is now statistically
different from 0. In fact, the ACC remains statistically
different than 0, which is not the case with the persistence
or NoIni1 forecasts, for a lead time of up to two years.
Since some of the systems are initialized at the official end
of the hurricane season on November 1st, two lead years
mean, in this case, a lead time of almost three years. The
ACC for lead years 5–9, although not statistically signifi-
cant, is still larger than that of persistence forecasts. Fig-
ure 6 also shows the MSSSs using different skill baselines.
All show their sharpest decline over the first two forecast
averages (from lead year 0–2) as well as a general decline
from year 0 to year 5. None shows a skill of 0 or lower,
even with a five year lead time, suggesting some skill is
still present in the later years of the initialized forecasts.
These results suggest that we can make use of these
additional forecast years to create a lagged-ensemble,
which combines hindcasts started at different start dates but
which verify over the same period and has a larger size. For
example, we can combine the fifth to ninth forecast years
of a hindcast initialized in 1965 with the fourth to eighth
year of a hindcast initialized in 1966 to obtain a forecast for
the 1970–1974 period. This approach, also adopted by
Smith et al. (2010) and Vecchi et al. (2013), allows us to
significantly increase (factor of 10) the number of forecasts
for any given year. These results are shown in Fig. 7. The
ensemble mean ACC increases slightly, but so does the
confidence interval, since the addition of data with longer
forecast years further increases the auto-correlation of the
ensemble timeseries and further reduces its degrees of
freedom. This effect was also detected in Vecchi et al.
(2013). Similarly, the MSSSs of the ensemble mean are not
significantly impacted. On the other hand, MSSSs of
individual ensemble members are generally improved by
incorporating the later years into a forecast. In fact, all
systems except one (GFDL2.1) show relatively comparable
MSSSs with respect to baseline forecasts derived from
observations. All systems display a similar behaviour: a
downward trend in 5-year forecast from 1960 to 1980 and
an upward trend thereafter. Generally, the systems pre-
Fig. 5 Taylor diagram for five-year mean a Atlantic SST anomaly
forecasts, b tropical SST anomaly forecasts and c Atlantic hurricane
forecasts. The plots show individual simulations (dot) and the
ensemble mean (star). The multi-model ensemble (Ini1) forecast is
shown in black
b
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dicting fewer storms at the beginning of the 1960’s (EC-
Earth, CanCM4) also predict fewer storms in the early
2000’s such that the systems that offer the better forecasts
in the earlier period are not the same ones that offer the
better forecasts during the later period. One exception,
GFDL2.1, shows results near the ensemble mean at the
beginning of the period as well as predicting the strongest
activity in the 2000’s. Finally, part of the general increase
in MSSS with respect to NoIni1 likely comes from the fact
that no benefit is found from creating a lagged-ensemble
for the NoIni1 forecasts: all the ‘‘forecasts’’ originate from
the same historical run and adding later years does not
effectively increase the number of forecast for a given year.
3.3 Prediction of the mid-1990’s climate shift
A strong increase in Atlantic hurricane activity began oc-
curing in 1995 and persists to this day. Vecchi et al. (2013)
argue that part of the skill detected in their two forecast
systems simply originated by persisting the climate shift
rather than predicting it. That is, simulations initiated
before 1995 were not able to predict higher activity from
1995 onward, whereas those initiated after 1995 could.
They estimated that, after accounting for the ability of the
systems to persist the mid-1990’s climate shift, the ACC
was closer to 0.4 for lead years 2–6 and to 0 for lead years
6–10. Here, we verify if their conclusion holds for the
multi-model approach.
Following the method of Vecchi et al. (2013), we
remove the 1995 shift by first dividing our hurricane
timeseries into two periods (1961–1994, 1995–2010) and
subtracting the respective climatology from each period.
This procedure is applied to the observational timeseries as
well as the Ini1 and NoIni1 timeseries. The resulting ACCs
and MSSSs for five-year periods for lead years ranging
from 0–4 years to 5–9 years are shown in Fig. 8. After
removing the shift, the ensemble ACC for lead years 0–4 is
much reduced compared to the one shown in Fig. 2,
dropping from *0.6 to *0.4, similar to Vecchi et al.
(2013) estimation. The ACC remains *0.4 (and statisti-
cally different than 0) up to lead years 3–7, and subse-
quently decreases to *0.2 for lead years 4–8 and 5–9.
Although not statistically different than 0, this latest value
is higher than the one estimated by Vecchi et al. (2013) for
similar lead years. Finally, the MSSSs calculated with
respect to both persistence and non-initialized forecasts
similarly suggest that, even once the 1995 shift has been
removed, some level of skill remains in the decadal hind-
casts at least up to lead years 3–7.
3.4 Skill of the CMIP5 core set of experiments
A larger number of initialized decadal hindcasts, initialized
every five years from 1960 to 2005, is also available
through the CMIP5 database. This larger ensemble is part
of the core set of experiments designed for the CMIP5
Fig. 6 Left axis: ACCs (and
two-sided 90 % confidence
intervals) for five-year mean
hurricane forecasts for different
lead years. The initialized
ensemble is shown in black,
while the ACC for non-
initialized (Non-Ini1) forecasts,
persistence forecasts and mix
persistence-climatology
forecasts are in blue, red and
green, respectively. Right axis:
MSSSs for five-year mean
hurricane numbers with respect
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project and includes more GCMs than in the Ini1 ensemble.
We now investigate how the skill of this larger ensemble,
which we will refer to as Ini5 (and NoIni5 for its non-
initialized counterpart), compares to that of our smaller
ensemble made up of yearly hindcasts. The idea here is to
investigate whether skill levels similar to those obtained
with Ini1 could be reached using a subset of start dates but
a larger number of models.
A short description of the models comprising this larger
ensemble can be found in Table 1. Figure 9 shows the
timeseries for five-year mean hurricane numbers for both
Ini5 (9a) and NoIni5 (9b). As with Ini1, Ini5 shows better
qualitative agreement with observations, with a downward
trend at the beginning of the period and an upward trend
starting in the early 80’s. The variance of the ensemble
mean is much smaller than for observations, but this is to
be expected, due to the nature of the averaging operator,
which reduces the variance by a factor of N. This translates
into an overestimation during the inactive periods and an
underestimation during the active ones. The ‘‘predictions’’
of the non-initialized ensemble perform more poorly and
predict a relatively constant number of storms (6),
regardless of the start date.
Figure 10a shows the ACC and 90 % confidence inter-
val of this second ensemble. Due to the smaller sample of
start dates, the Ini5 ACC displays a larger confidence
interval than the Ini1 ACC and is again not statistically
different from 0. Figure 10b shows the MSSSs of indi-
vidual simulations and the ensemble mean with respect to
non-initialized hindcasts (y-axis) and climatology (x-axis).
The multi-model ensemble mean returns MSSSs [0 for
either of the baseline, with MSSS *0.2 in both cases.
It is interesting to compare the performance of the larger
Ini5 ensemble with the performance of the smaller Ini1
ensemble broken down into five subgroups based on their
start date (1960, 1965,…; 1961, 1966,…). This allows us to
evaluate how the skill of the Ini5 ensemble depends upon
the choice of start dates and whether a different series of
start dates might have yielded different results. The ACCs
and MSSSs for each of the five sub-ensembles is shown in
Fig. 11. Results for the 01,06 years exclusively are poorer
than results obtained using all start dates, but better than
those from the larger Ini5 ensemble. It should also be noted
that since the MSSS of the perfect prediction is relatively
low (MSSS*0.6), the lower skill score for this ensemble
of start dates should largely be attributed to shortcomings
of the statistical emulator rather than to the forecast sys-
tems themselves. This contrasts with the poor performance
during the 04,09 years which, in this case, seem to depend
more on the forecast systems since the skill of the perfect
prediction is relatively high.
Finally, the sub-group made up of years 00,05 offers a
high skill level, comparable to that obtained with the entire
Ini1 ensemble, with an ACC statistically different than 0.
This suggests that, not only are the 01,06 start dates par-
ticularly ill-suited for the exercise at hand, but also that the
skill level for systems initialized every five years is highly
dependent, in this case, upon the series of start dates
Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 2a, b, but using overlapping hindcasts years (lagged-ensemble)
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themselves and that higher frequency sampling is a nec-
essary condition to obtaining a robust measure of the
available skill.
4 Discussion and conclusion
Figure 2 suggests some level of skill for initialized, multi-
model forecasts in predicting multi-annual levels of hurri-
cane activity. If these results are encouraging, they should
be interpreted with care. The fact that the ACC derived
from HadISST (perfect prediction) is both statistically
different from 0 and statistically different from the various
baselines over both a five- and nine-year horizon suggests
that the methodology used here offers, in theory, the
possibility of predicting hurricane activity at the multi-
annual level. However, over a five-year horizon, if the
initialized forecasts outperform climatological, persistence
and uninitialized forecasts, they do not return an ACC
which is statistically different from 0 or even statistically
different from either of these simpler forecasts. Morever,
the skill is further reduced when the skill derived from
persisting the mid-1990’s climate shift is removed.
Over a nine-year horizon, the initialized forecast
ensemble mean ACC increases, but does not become sta-
tistically significant. The fact that the non-initialized fore-
cast ACCs also increase from a five- to a nine-year horizon
suggests a role for radiative forcings in modulating hurri-
cane activity, although the amplitude of the changes in the
predictions are so small that it is not at all clear how these
positive correlations should be interpreted. These results
are consistent with those obtained by Vecchi et al. (2013)
using a two-member ensemble.
Inspection of Fig. 1a reveals that there are two periods
where the Ini1 ensemble forecasts are relatively poor : (1)
the early 1980’s and (2) the early to mid-2000’s. The Ini1
ensemble predictions are also poor in the early 1960’s,
1970’s and mid-1990’s; but given that the ‘‘perfect pre-
diction’’ also fails to capture the observed hurricane
activity during these three periods, this should be inter-
preted more as a shortcoming of the statistical emulator
than a failure of the forecast systems themselves. We
speculate that the failure of the ensemble prediction in the
early 1980’s rests on the inability of the systems to predict
the strong El-Nin˜o event that occurred during that period
several years ahead of time as well as the failure of most
systems to capture the full impact of the El Chichon
eruption on Atlantic SSTs. This second argument is sup-
ported by Fig. 3a, which shows that only the GFDL2.1
(known to be very sensitive to aerosol forcings (Knutson
et al. 2006)) system captures the full extent of MDR SST
anomalies following the eruption. To a lesser extent, this
argument also holds for Pinatubo’s eruption in the early
1990’s. In a sense, failure to capture the effective changes
in radiative forcing from unpredictable volcanic eruptions
may lead to a skill score more representative of the ‘‘true’’
skill of the forecast systems than if it had actually captured
the full extent of these changes.
Based on Fig. 3a, c, failure of the index in the later
period is due in large part to the inability of the systems to
capture the recent slow down in global temperature
increase. Starting in the early 1990’s, the systems overes-
timate, to various degrees, the warming rate of tropical
SSTs. On the other hand, MDR SSTs are captured more
accurately, if somewhat underestimated in the early 2000’s
(except the GFDL CM2.1 system). Due to the formulation
of the statistical emulator, this particular combination
(negative MDR anomalies, positive tropical anomalies)
Fig. 8 a ACCs for five-year mean hurricane hindcasts after the
removal of the 1994–1995 climate shift for different lead years of the
Ini1 ensemble. The bars represent the two-sided 90 % confidence
interval. b MSSSs of five-year mean hurricane hindcasts for different
lead years of the Ini1 ensemble. Thee MSSS is measured with respect
to persistence along the X-axis and with respect to non-initialized
forecasts along the Y-axis
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leads to an underestimation of hurricane activity. Thus, if
the skill derived from accurate prediction of MDR SST
anomalies leads to relatively high ACCs and MSSSs,
failure to accurately capture the warming over the tropics
has severe consequences since it is directly responsible for
the failure to predict the very high level of activity
observed in the early to mid-2000’s
Finally, we have shown that some skill remains in the
later years of the hindcasts, with forecasts made by using
lead time of 5–9 years still showing MSSSs[0. This sug-
gested the creation of a lagged-ensemble for which hind-
casts with different start dates but which verify over the
same period could be combined to significantly increase
the number of predictions for any given year. With this
approach, skill of the multi-model ensemble was not sig-
nificantly affected, but the skill of the individual model
ensemble tends to be improved.
As mentioned previously, the results seem to confirm
that the findings of Smith et al. (2010) and Vecchi et al.
(2013), which suggest that Atlantic hurricane level is
predictable a few years into the future, are robust. How-
ever, before reliable predictions can be made with the
technique used here, some issues need to be addressed,
first of which is the overestimation in tropical warming
(over the last decade or so) shared by all the forecast
systems (see Fig. 3c, d). The failure to capture the
observed slow down in warming since *2000 is an
important (apparent) deficiency in the models. Although
the reason(s) behind the slow down is not entirely clear,
increase in ocean heat uptake below the mixed layer
appears the likeliest candidate at this time (Loeb et al.
2012; Guemas et al. 2013). The inability of the multi-
model ensemble to capture that feature causes the systems
to strongly underestimate recent activity. In a forecast
context (as opposed to hindcast), failure to predict the
highest level of activity observed during the last
*50 years in the early to mid-2000’s would be considered
nothing short of a total failure. A better representation of
ocean heat uptake and circulation in the climate models
would likely improve predictability of TCs over the latter
Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 1a, b, but for Ini5 ensemble (a) and NoIni5 ensemble (b)
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part of the period and increase the skill detected here.
Nonetheless, the results should still be viewed as an
encouraging first step in possible reliable multi-annual
prediction of Atlantic hurricane activity.
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